APPENDIX IV

THE HISTORY OF THE LEADERSHIP SYSTEM OF CASS

CASS was officially established on May 7th, 1977. The General Office of the CCP CCC changed the former name of CASS Xuebu (中国科学院哲学学部) to CASS (中国社会科学院).

1. In September 1978, the CASS Party Group 院党组 was set up. Its Presidium included:

Secretary
Hu Qiaomu 胡乔木

Vice-Secretaries
Deng Liqun 邓力群,
Yu Guangyuan 于光远,
Liu Yangqiao 刘仰峤,
Chuang Yiping 庄一平,
Wu Guang 武光,
Mei Yi 梅益

Group-members
Zhou Yang 周扬,
Xu Dixin 许涤新,
Huan Xiang 官新,
Ma Hong 马红,
Zhang Youyu 张友渔.

In July 1980 the Party Group withdrew, and the CASS Party Committee was set up.

First Secretary
Hu Qiaomu 胡乔木 (Nov 1977 – May 1982)

Secretaries
Mei Yi 梅益,
Huan Xiang 官新,
Ma Hong 马红,
Peng Dazhang 彭达彰

Members
Hu Qiaomu 胡乔木,
Deng Liqun 邓力群,
Mei Yi 梅益,
Yu Guangyuan 于光远,
Huan Xiang 官新,
Ma Hong 马红,
Peng Dazhang 彭达彰,
Yang Ke 杨克,
Du Ganquan 杜干全,
Wen Jize 温济泽,
Zhao Feng 赵烽,
The first group of administrative leaders of CASS were:

**President**

Hu Qiaomu 胡乔木 (Nov 1977 – May 1982)

**Vice-Presidents**

Deng Liqun 邓力群 (Nov 1977 – May 1982)
Yu Guangyuan 于光远 (Nov 1977 – May 1982)
Zhou Yang 周扬 (Sept 1978 – May 1982)
Huan Xiang 宣祥 (Sept 1978 – May 1982)
Ma Hong 马红 (May 1979 – May 1982)
Zhang Youyu 张友渔 (Sept 1979 – May 1982)
Wu Guang 武光 (Oct 1979 – 1981)
Chuang Yiping 庞平 (Oct 1979 – May 1980)
Mei Yi 梅益 (April 1980 – May 1982)

**Head Secretariat**

Liu Yangqiao 刘阳桥 (Sept 1978 – April 1979)
Wu Guang 武光 (concurrent: April 1979 – Oct 1979)
Mei Yi 梅益 (Oct 1979 – April 1980)

**Vice-Head Secretary**

Wang Zhongfang 王仲方 (Sept 1978 – Nov 1978)
Liu Daosheng 刘道生 (Sept 1978 – Nov 1978)
Du Ganquan 杜干全 (Sept 1978 – April 1982)
Mei Yi 梅益 (Sept 1978 – Oct 1979)

**Advisors**

Ji Yanming 齐燕铭 (Sept 1978 – 1978)
Chen Hansheng 陈翰笙 (Sept 1978 – May 1982)
Xu Liqun 许立群 (April 1979 – May 1982)
Sun Yefang 孙冶方 (April 1979 May 1982)
Yang Shu 杨述 (April 1979 Sept 1980)
Lü Zhenyu 吕振羽 (Nov 1979 – July 1980)
Qian Jiaju 千家驹 (1981 – April 1982)

In May 1982, the Academy Affairs Committee 院务委员会 was set up, and the CASS Party Committee System 党委制 was changed into the Leading Party Group System 党组制.

**First Secretary**

Mei Yi 梅益

**Second Secretary**

Ma Hong 马红

**Party Lead. Group**

Liu Guouang 刘国光
(day-to-day)

Ru Xin 汝信
Wen Jize 温济泽
Li Yan 李彦
Wu Jiemin 吴介民

In July 1983 three Leading Party group members were added: